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1. Introduction
Scheduling problems, also in manufacturing systems [4], are described by following param‐
eters: the processing – computing – environments comprising processor (machines) set, oth‐
er resources comprising transportations and executions devices, processes (tasks) set and
optimality criterion. We assume that processor set consists of m elements. Two classes of
processors can be distinguished: dedicated (specialized) processors and parallel processors.
In production systems machines are regarded as dedicated rather than as parallel. In such a
case we distinguish three types of dedicated processor systems: flow-shop, open-shop and
job-shop. In the flow-shop all tasks have the same number of operations which are per‐
formed sequentially and require the same sets of processors. In the open-shop the order
among the operations is immaterial. For the job-shop, the sequence of operations and the
sets of required processors are defined for each process separately.
In the case of parallel processors each processor can execute any task. Hence, a task requires
some number of arbitrary processors. As in deterministic scheduling theory [12] parallel
processors are divided into three classes: identical processors – provided that all tasks are
executed on all processors with that same productivity, uniform processors – if the produc‐
tivity depends on the processor and on the task, and unrelated processors – for which execu‐
tion speed depends on the processor and on the task. In each of the above cases productivity
of the processor can be determined.
Apart from the processors the can be also a set of additional resources, each available in
m i units.
The second parameter of the scheduling problem is the tasks system. The tasks correspond
to the applications for manufactured goods. We assume that the set of tasks consists of n
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tasks. For the whole tasks system it is possible to determine such feature as preemptability
(or nonpreemptability) and existence (or nonexistence) of precedence constraints.
Precedence constraints are represented as directed acyclic graphs (DAGs). Each task sepa‐
rately is described by a number of parameters. We enumerate tem in the following:
• Number of operations,
• Execution time,
• Ready time,
• Deadline,
• Resources requirements,
• Weight.
The optimality criteria constituting the third element of the scheduling problem are:
• Schedule length,
• Maximum lateness,
• Mean flow time,
• Mean tardiness.
Due  to  the  fact  that  scheduling  problems  and  their  optimizations  are  general  NP-com‐
plete [10,25] we suggest meta-heuristic approach: Ant Colony Optimization and its com‐
parison with neural method and with polynomial algorithms for certain exemplary problems
of task scheduling.
If a heuristic algorithm (such as ACO) finds an optimal solution to polynomial problems, it
is probable that solutions found for NP-complete problems will also be optimal or least ap‐
proximated to optimal. ACO algorithm was tested with known polynomial algorithms and
all of them achieved optimal solutions for those problems.
The comparisons utilized such polynomial algorithms as [3,5,12]:
• Coffman-Graham Algorithm,
• Hu Algorithm,
• Baer Algorithm,
For non-polynomial problems of tasks scheduling ACO algorithm was tested with list algo‐
rithms [12] (HLFET, HLFNET, SCFET, SCFNET), with PDF/HIS [18] for STG tasks and neu‐
ral approach [22].
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2. Adaptation of ACO to solve the problems of scheduling
The Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) algorithm [2] is a heuristics using the idea of agents
(here: ants) imitating their real behavior. Basing on specific information (distance, amount of
pheromone on the paths, etc.) ants evaluate the quality of paths and choose between them
with some random probability (the better path quality, the higher probability it represents).
Having walked the whole path from the source to destination, ants learn from each other by
leaving a layer of pheromone on the path. Its amount depends on the quality of solution
chosen by agent: the better solution, the bigger amount of pheromone is being left. The
pheromone is then “vapouring” to enable the change of path chosen by ants and let them
ignore the worse (more distant from targets) paths, which they were walking earlier.
The result of such algorithm functioning is not only finding the solution. Very often it is the
trace, which led us to this solution. It lets us analyze not only a single solution, but also per‐
mutations generating different solutions, but for our problems basing on the same division
(i.e. tasks are scheduled in different order, although they are still allocated to the same pro‐
cessors). This kind of approach is used for solving the problems of synthesis, where not only
the division of tasks is important, but also their sequence.
To adapt the ACO algorithm [24] to scheduling problems, the following parameters have
been defined:
• Number of agents (ants) in the colony;
• Vapouring factor of pheromone (from the range (0; 1));
The process of choosing these parameters is important and should consider that:
• For too big number of agents, the individual cycle of algorithm can last quite long, and
the values saved in the table (“levels of pheromone”) as a result of addition will deter‐
mine relatively weak solutions.
• On the other hand, when the number of agents is too small, most of paths will not be cov‐
ered and as a result, the best solution can long be uncovered.
The situation is similar for the vapouring factor:
• Too small value will cause that ants will quickly “forget” good solutions and as a result it
can quickly come to so called stagnation (the algorithm will stop at one solution, which
doesn’t have to be the best one).
• Too big value of this factor will make ants don’t stop analyze “weak” solutions; further‐
more, the new solutions may not be pushed, if time, which has passed since the last solu‐
tion found will be long enough (it is the values of pheromone saved in the table will be
too big).
The ACO algorithm defines two more parameters, which let you balance between:
• α – the amount of pheromone on the path;
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• β – “quality” of the next step;
These parameters are chosen for specific task. This way, for parameters:
• α > β there is bigger influence on the choice of path, which is more often exploited,
• α < β there is bigger influence on the choice of path, which offers better solution,
• α = β there is balanced dependency between quality of the path and degree of its exploita‐
tion,
• α = 0 there is a heuristics based only on the quality of passage between consecutive points
(ignorance of the level of pheromone on the path),
• β = 0 there is a heuristics based only on the amount of pheromone (it is the factor of path
attendance),
• α = β = 0 we’ll get the algorithm making division evenly and independently of the amount
of pheromone or the quality of solution.
Having given the set of neighborhood N of the given point i, amount of pheromone on the
path τ and the quality of passage from point i to point j as an element of the table η you can
present the probability of passage from point i to j as [6,7]:
Formula 1. Evaluation of the quality of the next step in the ACO algorithm
In  the  approach presented here,  the  ACO algorithm uses  agents  to  find three  pieces  of
information:
• the best / the most beneficial division of tasks between processors,
• the best sequence of tasks,
• searching for the best possible solution for the given distribution.
Agents (ants) are searching for the solutions which are the collection resulting from the first
two targets (they give the unique solution as a result). After scheduling, agents fill in two
tables:
• two-dimensional table representing allocation of task to the given processor,
• one-dimensional table representing the sequence of running the tasks.
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The process of agent involves:
1. collecting information (from the tables of allocation) concerning allocation of tasks to re‐
sources and running the tasks;
2. drawing the next available task with the probability specified in the table of task run‐
ning sequence;
3. drawing resources (processor) with the probability specified in the table of allocation
the tasks to resources;
4. is it the last task?
To evaluate the quality of allocation the task to processor, the following method is being
used:
1. evaluation of current (incomplete) scheduling;
2. allocation of task to the next of available resources;
3. evaluation of the sequence obtained;
4. release the task;
5. was it the last of available resources?
The calculative complexity of single agent is polynomial and depends on the number of
tasks, resources and times of tasks beginning.
Idea of algorithm:
Algorithm:
1. Construct G – structure of tasks non allocation and S – structure of tasks, which may be
allocation in next step (for ex ample: begin: G = {Z1, Z2,…, Z7} and S = {Z1, Z2, Z3}); up‐
date range of pheromone and consideration of vapouring factor;
2. With S select of tasks with the most strong of trace;
3. Allocate available of task as soon as possible and in accordance with precedence con‐
straints;
4. Remove selected of task with G and S and to add to list of tasks in memory of ant;
5. Update range of pheromone and remain of trace;
6. If G = Ø END of algorithm;
7. Go to 1;
Example:
Two identical processors, digraph of seven tasks Z i (t i ), where t i = time execution.
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Parameters of ants’ colony have been selected through experiments. Algorithm tuning is to
select possibly best parameter values. This process demands many experiments which are
conducted for different combinations of parameter values. For each combination of variable
values, computation process has been repeated many times, and then an average result has
been calculated. The same graphs type of STG, like at previous algorithms, have been ap‐
plied [18,20].
Selected algorithm parameters:
• a – number of ants; for number of tasks n < 50, a = 75 and for n>= 50, a = 1,5 x n
• γ – the pheromone evaporation coefficient = 0,08.
3. Adaptation of neural method to solve the problems of scheduling
3.1. Neural network model
The starting point for defining the neural network model for solving the problems of task
scheduling and resource allocation are the assumptions for the constraint satisfaction prob‐
lem (CSP) [36,37]. CSP is the optimization problem which contains a certain set of varia‐
bles,  sets of their possible values and constraints forced on the values of these variables
[14,15].  On the basis of  this problem assumption a network model of  the following fea‐
tures is suggested:
• A neural network consists of components; each of them corresponds to another variable.
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• Each component contains such number of neurons which equals the number of possible
values of each variable.
• Assigning a specified value to a variable is the process of switching on a relevant neuron
(neurons) and switching off the remaining ones in the component corresponding to this
variable.
• Switching on a neuron means assigning the value “1” to its output.
• Switching off a neuron means assigning the “0” to its output.
• Constraints to the network are introduced by adding a negative weight connection be‐
tween neurons (‘-1’), symbolizing the variable values that cannot occur simultaneously.
• In the network there are additional neurons “the ones” that are switched on.
Each neuron has its own table of connections and each connection contains its weight and
the indicator for the connected neuron. A characteristic feature of the network is the diversi‐
ty of connections between neurons, but these never applied to all neurons [22,23]. It is a con‐
sequence of the fact that connections between neurons exist only when some constraints are
imposed. The constraints existing in the discussed network model may be of the following
types: resources, time, order.
The method of constraints implementation shall be discussed upon examples [22].
Example 1:
Such net (Fig. 1.) blocks solution, in which Z1 = 1 as well as Z2 = 2 or Z3 = 3 as well as Z4 = 2.
Example 2:
Let us have two operations with unit execution times. The operation Z1 arrives at the system
in time t = 1 and it is to be executed before the expiry of time t = 4. The operation Z2 arrives
in time t = 1 and may be executed after the completion of operation Z1. A fragment of the net
for his case including all the connections is shown by Fig. 2.
Neuron „one” (‘1’) – a special neuron switched on permanently – is responsible for time con‐
straints. Introducing connections between such neuron and the relevant network neurons
excludes a possibility of switching them on when searching for the solution. Task Z 1 cannot
be scheduled in moment 0 and moment 4, which corresponds to the assumption that this
task arrives at the system at moment 1 and must be performed before moment 4. Analogical
process applies to operation Z 2. The sequence constraints are executed by the connections
between the network neurons. The figure shows (with dotted line) all the connections mak‐
ing the performance of task Z 2 before task Z 1 impossible.
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Figure 1. The example 1 of constraints.
Figure 2. The example 2 of constraints.
3.2. The algorithm description
After entering the input data (the system specification), the algorithm constructs a neural
network, the structure of which and the number of neurons composing it, depend upon the
size and complexity of the instance of problem. We will name the part of the net allocated to
this task – an area.
Constraints are introduced to the network by the execution of connections, occurring on‐
ly between the neurons corresponding to the values of variables which cannot occur simul‐
taneously.
The operation of the algorithm is the process of switching on appropriate neurons in each
domain of network in order to satisfy the constraints imposed by the input data.
The algorithm course is as follows [36,38]:
1. Allocating random values to consecutive variables.
2. Network relaxation:
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3. Calculating the weighted sum of all neurons inputs.
4. Switching on the neuron with the highest input value.
5. Return to relaxation or – if there are no changes – exit from relaxation.
6. If there are connections (constraints) between the neurons that are switched on, each weight be‐
tween two switched on neurons is decreased by 1 and there is a return to relaxation.
The algorithm starts from allocating weight ‘-1’ to all connections and then the start solution
is generated. It is created by giving random values to the subsequent variables. This process
takes place in a certain way: for each task i.e. in each area of the net such number of neurons
is switched on as it is necessary for a certain task to be completed. The remaining, in the part
which is responsible for its performance, neurons are being switched off. In the obtained re‐
sult there are many contradictions, specified by switching on the neurons where the connec‐
tions exist.
Therefore, the next step of the algorithm is the relaxation process, the objective of which is to
“satisfy” the maximum numbers of limitations (backtracking). The objective is to obtain the
result where the number of situations, where two switched on neurons of negative weight
connection between them is the lowest. While switching on neurons with the biggest value
at the start, in each area three instances may happen:
• If there is one neuron of the biggest value in the area, it is switched on; the remaining ones
are switched off.
• If there are more neurons, among which there is a previously switched one, there is no
change and it remains switched on.
• If there are more neurons, but there is no-one previously switched on, one of them is
switched on randomly, the remaining ones are switched off.
A relaxation process finishes when the subsequent step does not bring any change and if all
the requirements are met – the neurons between which a connection exist are not switched
on – the right solution is found. If it is not still the case, it means that the algorithm found
the local minimum and then the weight of each connection between two switched on neu‐
rons is decreased by “1” while its absolute value is being increased. It causes an increase in
“interaction force’ of this constraint which decreases the chance of switching on the same
neurons in a relaxation process where we return in order to find the right solution.
After a certain number of iterations the network should consider all the constraints – provid‐
ing that there is the right solution, it should be found. Another factor is worth pointing out:
in a relaxation process such an instance may occur where changes always happen. Then, this
process might never be completed. Then a problem is solved in such a way that relaxation is
interrupted after a certain number of calls.
Search for a solution by algorithm consists of two stages. At the first one, which is described
by the above presented algorithm, some activities are performed which lead to finding the
right solution for the given specification. After finding such a solution, in consequence of
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purpose function optimization there is a change of values for a certain criterion – in this
case, decrease – then, the subsequent search for the right solution occur. In this case the
search aims at a solution which possesses bigger constraints as the criteria value is sharper.
Two criteria are taken into consideration for which a solution is being searched. It may be a
cost function – where at the given time criterion, we search for the cheapest solution, or time
function – where at the given cost criterion, we search for the quickest solution. Thus, the
run of the algorithm is to seek a solution for smaller and smaller value of a selected criterion.
However, if the algorithm cannot find the right solution for the recently modified criteria
value of the algorithm, it returns to the previous criteria value for which it has found the
right solution and modifies it by a smaller value.
For instance, if an algorithm has found the right solution for cost criterion which is e.g. 10,
and it cannot find it for cost criteria which are 9, it tries to find a solution for cost 9.5 etc. In
this way the program never finishes work, but all the time it tries to find a better solution in
sense of a certain criterion. The user/designer of the system can interrupt its work at any
moment if he/she considers the current solution given by an algorithm to be satisfying.
In case of time criterion minimization, optimization goes at two planes. At the first one, sub‐
sequent neurons of the right side in task part of the network are connected to the neurons
“one”, in this way fewer and fewer quanta is available for the algorithm of task scheduling
which causes moving a critical line to the left and at the same time its diminishing. Howev‐
er, at the second, an individual quantum of time is being diminished; at each step an indi‐
vidual neuron will mean a smaller and smaller time passage.
The task part:
Each area corresponds to one task (Fig. 3.). For further area, the best possible setting for the
task is selected. Which setting ‘wins’ at the given stage and in the given area – this shall be
determined by the sum of neuron outputs in the setting, i.e. the one that introduces the
smaller number of contradictions. Moreover, it is checked if among the found set of the best
solutions there is no previous one, then it is left.
A neuron at the [i, k] position corresponds to the presence of ‘i’ task on the processor at the
‘k’ moment. Between these neurons there are suitable inhibitory connections (-1.0).
If, for example, task 1 must be performed before task 2, for all the neuron pairs
[1, k], [2, m] there are inhibitory connections (denoting contradictions), if k >= m and if task 8
occurs in the system at moment 2, „one” neuron is permanently connected to neurons [8, 0]
and [8, 1] (neuron which has 1.0 at the start which is permanently contradictory) and guaran‐
tees that in the final solution there is no quantum at moment 0 or 1.
We also take critical lines into account, which stand for time constraints that cannot be ex‐
ceeded by any allocated tasks – connecting ‘one’ will apply to the neurons of the right side
of the network outside the critical line.
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Figure 3. The task part for scheduling problems.
Figure 4. The resource part for scheduling problems.
The resource part:
Before selecting the quanta positions in the areas, algorithm has to calculate inputs for all
the neurons. The neurons of the resource part are also connected to these inputs, as the
number and the remaining places in recources have an impact on the setting which is going
to “win” at a certain stage of computation. Thus, before an algorithm sets an exact task, it
calculates the value of neuron inputs in resource part. The [r, i, k] neuron is switched on if at
‘k’ moment the resource ‘r’ is overloaded (too many tasks are using t), or it is not overload‐
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ed, but setting the task of part ‘i’ at the moment defined by ‘k’ would result in overloading.
Neurons in resource part ( Fig. 4.) respond by their possible connection, resource overload‐
ed, if part of the task were set and at moment ‘k’; therefore, neurons of resource part are con‐
nected to task inputs.
When in the resource part the neuron “ ’r’ resource overload’ is switched on, as task ‘i’ is set at
moment ‘k’ ”, its signal (1.0) is transferred by weight (-1.0) to the neuron existing in the task
part, which causes the negative input impulse (-1.0 * 1.0) at the input which results in a con‐
tradiction.
In other words – it “disturbs” function ‘compute_in’ to set the task and at moment “k”. Thus,
in the network there are subsequent illegal situations implemented (constraints).
Each neuron [r, i, k] of the resource part is connected with neuron [i, k] from the task part, so
a possibility of task existence at a given moment with concurrent resource overloading is ‘in‐
hibited’.
Example:
Let us assume that there are five operations A, B, C, D, E.
Task part works as follows (a letter means a neuron switched on, sign '-' means a switched
off neuron):
                       
These operations should be allocated to a certain number of processors, so that one only op‐
eration would be performed on one processor at an exact moment:
1. Algorithm allocates ( at moment 0) fragment DDDDDD, adds a new processor ( the
first) and allocates on it:
DDDDDD-----------
2. Allocation -C: for this moment (1) there is no place on the first processor, so algorithm
adds the next processor and allocates an operation:
DDDDDD-----------
-C---------------
3. Allocation BBB: there is place on the second processor:
DDDDDD-----------
-C-BBB-----------
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4. Allocation AAAA: there is no place at quantum 4 –algorithm adds the third processor
and allocates:
DDDDDD-----------
-C-BBB-----------
----AAAA---------
5. Allocation EEEEE: there is place on the first processor :
DDDDDD---EEEEE---
-C-BBB-----------
----AAAA---------
6. Allocation AA there is place on the second processor
DDDDDD---EEEEE---
-C-BBB----AA------
----AAAA---------
7. Allocation BB: there is place on the second processor:
DDDDDD---EEEEE---
-C-BBB----AA-BB—
----AAAA---------
The result of the operations on the processors is as follows:
P1:DDDDDD---EEEEE---
P2:-C-BBB----AA-BB--
P3: ----AAAA---------
Computational complexity of neural algorithm for task scheduling
An algorithm gives the right solution for the problems of known multi-nominal algorithms
and also may be used for problems NP-complete. The complexity of one computation step
may be estimated as follows:
( )( )i * 1  p *  k  k * 1  k *  p  *  m  k *  r *  i *  p   p+ + + + + (2)
Where:
i – Number of tasks.
p – Number of processors.
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k – Number of time quanta.
m – Number of all consecutive depend abilities between tasks.
r – Number of resources.
The largest complexity is generated by the process of increasing the number of tasks and an
increase in the number of time quanta. Also, maximum number of processors and number
of constitutive depend abilities in the introduced graph have a powerful effect on computa‐
tion. It is a pessimistic estimation; in practice, real complexity may be slightly smaller, but
proportional to that. An algorithm itself is convergent i.e. step by step generates better and
better solutions.
4. Tests of task scheduling algorithms
4.1. The comparison with polynomial algorithms
To show convergence of ACO algorithm towards optimum, one can compare their results
with optimal results of already existing, precise, polynomial algorithms for certain exempla‐
ry problems of task scheduling. If a heuristic algorithm finds an optimal solution to polyno‐
mial problems, it is probable that solutions found for NP-complete problems will also be
optimal or at least approximated to optimal. Heuristic algorithm described herein was test‐
ed with known polynomial algorithms and all of them achieved optimal solutions for those
problems. The comparisons utilized such polynomial algorithms as:
• Coffman – Graham Algorithm,
• Hu Algorithm,
• Baer Algorithm,
Comparisons of ACO solutions with selected precise polynomial algorithms will be present‐
ed as an example.
Coffman and Graham algorithm
Scheduling of tasks which constitute a discretionary graph with singular performance times
on two identical processors in order to minimize Cmax. Calculation complexity of the algo‐
rithm is O(n2).
Test problem no 1:
• 2 identical processors (a), 3 identical processors (b).
• 15 tasks with singular performance times.
• Graph with tasks:
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Figure 5. Graph of tasks used for the comparison of ACO algorithm with Coffman and Graham algorithm (test prob‐
lem no 1).
• Optimal scheduling for two processors obtained as a result of Coffman and Graham algo‐
rithm use (1a).
Figure 6. Optimal scheduling for two processors - Coffman and Graham algorithm (1a).
• Optimal scheduling for two processors obtained as a result of ACO algorithm use (1a).
Figure 7. Optimal scheduling for two processors - ACO algorithm (1a).
• Scheduling for three processors obtained as a result of Coffman and Graham algorithm
use (1b).
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Figure 8. Problem scheduling for 3 processors - Coffman and Graham algorithm use (1b).
• Scheduling for three processors obtained as a result of ACO algorithm use (1b).
Figure 9. Optimal problem scheduling for 3 processors – ACO algorithm (1b).
For two processors (1a) ACO algorithm identical to Coffman and Graham algorithm ob‐
tained optimal scheduling. It was the same in the case of three processors (1b) – both algo‐
rithms obtained the same scheduling. Coffman and Graham algorithm is optimal only for
two identical processors. For task graph under research it also found optimal scheduling for
3 identical processors.
Another test problem is shown by the non-optimality of Coffman and Graham algorithm for
processor number greater than 2.
Test problem no 2:
• 2 identical processors (a), 3 identical processors (b)
• 12 tasks with singular performance times.
• Graph of tasks:
Figure 10. Graph of tasks used for the comparison of ACO algorithm with Coffman and Graham algorithm (test prob‐
lem no 2).
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• Optimal scheduling for two processors obtained as a result of Coffman and Graham algo‐
rithm use (2a).
Figure 11. Optimal scheduling for 2 processors - Coffman and Graham algorithm (2a).
• Optimal scheduling for two processors obtained as a result of ACO algorithm use (2a).
Figure 12. Optimal scheduling for 2 processors - ACO algorithm (2a).
• Non-optimal scheduling for three processors obtained as a result of Coffman and Graham
algorithm use (2b).
Figure 13. Non-optimal scheduling for 3 processors – Coffman and Graham algorithm (2b).
• Optimal scheduling for three processors obtained as a result of ACO algorithm use (2b).
Figure 14. Optimal scheduling for 3 processors - ACO algorithm (2b).
For the problem of two processors (2a) both algorithms obtained optimal scheduling. In the
case of three processors (2b) the Coffman and Graham algorithm did not find optimal sched‐
uling, whereas the ACO algorithm did find it without any difficulty.
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In another test example both algorithms were compared for the problem of task scheduling
on two identical processors with singular and different performance times.
Test problem no 3:
• 2 identical processors.
• 5 tasks with singular performance times (a), 5 tasks with different performance times (b)
• Graph of tasks:
Figure 15. Graph of tasks used for the comparison of ACO algorithm with Coffman and Graham algorithm (test prob‐
lem no 3)
• Optimal scheduling for singular task performance times obtained as a result of Coffman
and Graham algorithm use (3a).
Figure 16. Optimal problem scheduling for singular task performance times – Coffman and Graham algorithm (3a)
• Optimal scheduling for singular task performance times obtained as a result of ACO algo‐
rithm use (3a).
Figure 17. Optimal problem scheduling for singular task performance times – ACO algorithm (3a)
• Non-optimal scheduling for irregular task performance times obtained as a result of Coff‐
man and Graham algorithm use (3b).
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Figure 18. Non-optimal problem scheduling for irregular task performance times – Coffman and Graham algorithm
(2b)
• Optimal scheduling for irregular task performance times obtained as a result of ACO al‐
gorithm use (3b):
Figure 19. Optimal problem scheduling for irregular task performance times – ACO algorithm (3b)
Both compared algorithms obtain optimal scheduling for the problem with regular (singu‐
lar)  task performance times (3a).  For  different  task performance times (3b)  the Coffman
and Graham algorithm does not obtain optimal scheduling, whereas the ACO algorithm
does obtain.
Hu algorithm
Scheduling of tasks with singular performance times which create a digraph of anti-tree
type on identical processors in order to minimize Cmax. Algorithm complexity is O(n).
Figure 20. Graph of tasks used for the comparison of ACO and Hu algorithms.
Test problem no 1:
• 3 identical processors,
• 11 tasks with singular performance times,
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• Graph of tasks (anti-tree):
• Optimal scheduling for problem 1 obtained as a result of Hu algorithm use:
Figure 21. Optimal scheduling for problem 1 solved with Hu algorithm.
• Optimal scheduling for problem 1 obtained as a result of ACO algorithm use.
Figure 22. Optimal scheduling for problem 1 solved with ACO algorithm.
Test problem no 2:
• 3 identical processors,
• 12 tasks with singular performance times,
• Graph of tasks (anti-tree):
Figure 23. Graph of tasks used for the comparison of ACO and Hu algorithms (test problem no 2)
• Optimal scheduling for problem 2 obtained as a result of Hu algorithm use.
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Figure 24. Optimal scheduling for problem 2 solved with Hu algorithm
• Optimal scheduling for problem 2 obtained as a result of ACO algorithm use.
Figure 25. Optimal scheduling for problem 2 solved with ACO algorithm
Both problems solved with Hu algorithm were also solved easily by ACO algorithm. Sched‐
uling obtained is optimal.
Baer algorithm
Scheduling of indivisible tasks, with singular performance times, which create a graph of
anti-tree type on two uniform processors in order to minimize Cmax.
Test problem:
• 2 uniform processors with speed coefficients b1 = 2, b2 =1.
• 11 tasks with singular performance times.
• Graph of tasks (anti-tree):
Figure 26. Graph of tasks used for the comparison of ACO and Baer algorithms.
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• Optimal scheduling for the problem solved with Baer algorithm, obtained as a result of
ACO algorithm use.
Figure 27. Optimal scheduling for the problem solved with Baer algorithm, obtained as a result of ACO algorithm use
For the problem optimized with Baer algorithm, the ACO algorithm also obtains optimal
solution.
4.2. Comparison of algorithms for non-polynomial problems of task scheduling
4.2.1. NP- complete problem no 1:
Scheduling nonpreemptive, independent tasks on identical processors for Cmax minimization.
Number
of tasks
Number
of processors
Cmax
Neural
Algorithm
Cmax
ACO
Algorithm
5 3 4 4
10 3 9 8
10 6 4 4
20 3 15 16
20 6 9 8
20 8 7 6
Table 1. Scheduling nonpreemptive, independent tasks on identical processors.
For all problems under research algorithms found similar solutions. Only neural algorithm
did worse – for the problem of scheduling 10 tasks on 3 identical processors, 20 tasks on 6
processors and 20 tasks on 8 processors as well ACO algorithm for the problem of schedul‐
ing 20 tasks on 3 identical processors.
4.2.2. NP-complete problem no 2:
List scheduling with various methods of priority allocation
Because in general case the problem of scheduling dependent, nonpreemptable tasks is
highly NP-complete, in some applications one can use polynomial approximate algorithms.
Such algorithms are list algorithms.
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In the chapter five types of list scheduling rules were compared: HLFET (Highest Levels
First with Estimated Times), HLFNET (Highest Levels First with No Estimated Times),
RANDOM, SCFET (Smallest Co-levels First with Estimated Times), SCFNET (Smallest Co-
levels First with No Estimated Times) [12].
The number of cases, in which the solution differs less than 5% from optimal solution, is ac‐
cepted as an evaluation criterion for the priority allocation rule. If for 90% of examined ex‐
amples the sub-optimal solution fit in the above range, the rule would be described as
“almost optimal”. This requirement is met only by HLFET rule, which gives results varying
from optimum by 4,4% on average.
Example:
• 2 identical processors.
• 12 tasks with different performance times: (Z0,1), (Z1,1), (Z2,7), (Z3,3), (Z4,1), (Z5,1),
(Z6,3), (Z7,2), (Z8,2), (Z9,1), (Z10,3), (Z11,1).
• Graph of tasks:
Figure 28. The graph of tasks used for the comparison of ACO and list algorithms
Scheduling obtained as a result of ACO algorithm operation.
Figure 29. Scheduling obtained with ACO algorithm.
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The length of obtained scheduling is compliant with the scheduling which was obtained
by  means  of  the  best  list  scheduling  available  for  this  case  and  which  is  HLFET  (”al‐
most optimal”).
4.2.3. Comparison with PDF/HIS algorithm
For research purposes a set of graphs was utilized from the website below: http://
www.kasahara.elec.waseda.ac.jp/schedule/index.html. Task graphs made available therein
were divided into groups because of the number of tasks. Minimum scheduling length was
calculated by means of PDF/HIS algorithm (Parallelized Depth First/ Implicit Heuristic
Search) for every tasks graph. STG graphs are vectored, a-cyclic tasks graphs. Different task
performance times, discretionary sequence constraints as well as random number of pro‐
cessors cause STG tasks scheduling problems to be NP-complete problems. Out of all solved
problems heuristic algorithms under research did not find an optimal solution (assuming
this is the solution obtained with PDF/IHS algorithm) only for three of them. However, re‐
sults obtained are satisfactory, because the deviation from optimum varies from 0,36% to
4,63% (table Tab 2).
STG Num-ber
of
tasks
Number of
processors
PDF/
IHS
Ant colony Neural
Cmax Cmax Number of
iterations
Diffe-
rence
[%]
Cmax Number of
itera-tons
Diffe-
rence
[%]
rand0008 50 2 281 281 117 0 281 80 0
rand0038 50 4 114 114 1401 0 114 818 0
rand0107 50 8 155 155 389 0 155 411 0
rand0174 50 16 131 131 180 0 131 190 0
rand0017 100 2 569 569 171 0 569 92 0
rand0066 100 4 253 253 4736 0 257 3644 1,58
rand0106 100 8 205 205 861 0 205 927 0
rand0174 100 16 162 162 265 0 162 216 0
rand0020 300 2 827 846 5130 2,30 830 4840 0,36
rand0095 300 8 382 394 5787 3,14 384 5253 0,52
rand0136 300 16 324 339 2620 4,63 324 3067 0
Table 2. Comparison with PDF/IHS algorithm – the influence of tasks number
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Algorithms were investigated by scheduling tasks represented with the same graph (50 STG
tasks) on a different number of processors.
    
Number
of tasks
Number
of processors
PDF/IHS Ant colony Neural
Cmax Cmax Number
of iterations
Cmax Number
of iterations
50 2 228 228 132 228 92
50 4 114 114 1401 114 925
50 8 57 61 4318 58 4442
50 16 48 48 58 48 33
Table 3. Minimization of Cmax of dependent tasks (STG rand0008.stg)
Number
of tasks
Number
of processors
PDF/IHS Ant colony Neural
Cmax Cmax Number
of iterations
Cmax Number
of iterations
50 2 267 267 388 267 412
50 4 155 157 4487 160 3339
50 8 155 154 89 155 112
50 16 155 155 10 155 8
Table 4. Minimization of Cmax of dependent tasks (STG rand0107.stg)
 
In all researched problems algorithms under comparison found optimal solution. The only
difference can be observed in the number of iterations needed to find an optimal solution.
ACO algorithm needed less iterations than neural one to find the solution.
5. Comparing ACO algorithm and neural algorithm
For multiple criteria optimization in the following tests comparisons were made of compro‐
mise solutions for ACO algorithm with the results of neural algorithm. Optimization criteria
were: time, cost and power consumption. Additional requirements and constraints were
adopted: maximum number of processors – 5, maximal cost – 3, maximal time – 25.
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Number
of tasks
Ant colony Neural
Cost Time Power consumption Cost Time Power consumption
5 1,75 6,75 9,26 1,00 3,90 4,39
10 1,50 6,20 35,47 1,50 8,50 11,61
15 2,75 18,00 22,96 2,00 16,00 17,85
20 1,75 12,83 35,45 2,00 22,50 20,31
25 2,00 14,50 51,25 2,00 22,00 28,93
30 2,75 16,90 63,58 2,50 23,00 35,01
35 2,00 18,00 78,30 2,50 24,67 36,12
40 2,75 17,75 104,68 2,50 17,00 72,52
45 2,25 21,75 99,50 2,50 18,67 79,02
50 2,25 23,88 113,26 2,50 21,00 88,57
55 2,50 25,00 164,58 2,50 22,50 95,33
Table 5. Comparison of Ant Colony and neural for minimization of time, cost and power consumption.
Results were illustrated on the following charts – Chart: 30, 31, and 32.
When comparing solutions obtained by the algorithms one cannot provide an unequivocal
answer which of the optimization methods is better. Greater influence on the quality of of‐
fered solutions has the algorithm itself, especially its exploration capacity of admissible solu‐
tions space. When analyzing the graphs of interdependence between cost and task number,
it appears that neural algorithm is more stable i.e. attempts to maintain low cost, despite an
increase in the number of tasks. This results in worse task performance time what is very
visible on the graph where time is contingent on the number of tasks. From power con‐
sumption analysis it is evident that ACO algorithm solutions are more beneficial.
Chart 30. Influence of number tasks on cost – minimization of time, cost and power consumption .
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Chart 31. Influence of number of tasks on time – minimization of time, cost and power consumption.
Chart 32. Influence of number of tasks on power consumption – minimization of time, cost and power consumption.
Additional requirements and constraints were adopted: maximum number of processors: 5,
maximal cost: 8, maximal time: 50.
Results were illustrated in the following charts - Chart: 33, 34, and 35.
Chart 33. Influence of number of tasks on cost – minimization of time, cost and power consumption with of cost
of memory.
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Chart 34. Influence of number of tasks on time – minimization of time, cost and power consumption with of cost
of memory.
Number
of tasks
Ant colony Neural
Cost Time Power consumption Cost Time Power consumption
10 6,50 2,00 37,99 4,50 6,00 7,52
20 1,50 18,50 33,15 4,00 11,00 19,07
30 5,90 23,00 82,41 5,00 14,00 30,98
40 7,00 23,00 121,56 5,00 18,00 37,33
50 4,25 16,20 186,05 5,00 21,00 49,99
60 2,50 32,00 175,24 5,00 25,00 60,20
70 2,50 38,00 167,59 5,00 29,00 69,35
80 3,25 37,00 183,67 5,00 32,00 79,19
90 4,25 28,60 328,73 5,00 36,00 98,39
100 6,75 30,33 336,36 5,50 39,00 101,62
110 4,25 41,80 435,77 5,00 43,00 115,53
Table 6. Comparison of Ant colony and neural for minimization of time, cost and power consumption.
Chart 35. Influence of number of tasks on power consumption – minimization of time, cost and power consumption
with memory cost
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6. Conclusions
Conducted research shows that presented algorithms for task scheduling obtain good solu‐
tions - irrespectively of investigated problem complexity. These solutions are considered op‐
timal or sub-optimal whose deviation from optimum does not exceed 5%. Heuristic
algorithms proposed for task scheduling problems, especially ACO, should be a good tool
for supporting planning process.
One should indicate a possible and significant impact of anomalies in task scheduling on the
quality of the obtained results. The following examples [12] show a possibility of appearing
such anomalies. Take an example of this digraph of tasks:
•
• Diminishing of performance time for all the tasks ti’ = ti – 1 and the scheduling is longer
than optimum scheduling (independently from choice list!):
For different problem instances, particular algorithms may achieve different successes; oth‐
ers may achieve worse results at different numbers of tasks. The best option is to obtain re‐
sults of different algorithms and of different runs.
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The goal of this scheduling is to find an optimum solution satisfying the requirements and
constraints enforced by the given specification of the tasks and resources as well as criteria.
As for the optimality criteria for the manufacturing system for better control, we shall as‐
sume its minimum cost, maximum operating speed and minimum power consumption.
We will apply multi-criteria optimization in sense of Pareto. The solution is optimized in
sense of Pareto if it is not possible to find a better solution, regarding at least one criterion
without deterioration in accordance to other criteria. The solution dominates other ones if all
its features are better. Pareto ranking of the solution is the number of solutions in a pool
which do not dominate it. The process of synthesis will produce a certain number of non-
dominated solutions. Although non-dominated solutions do not guarantee that they are an
optimal Pareto set of solutions; nevertheless, in case of a set of suboptimal solutions, they
constitute one form of higher order optimal set in sense of Pareto and they give, by the way,
access to the problem shape of Pareto optimal set of solutions.
Let’s assume that we want to optimize a solution of two contradictory requirements: the cost
and power consumption Fig. 36.
While using a traditional way with one optimization function, it is necessary to contain two
optimal criteria in one value. To do that, it is advisable to select properly the scales for the
criteria; if the scales are selected wrongly, the obtained solution will not be optimal. The
chart in the illustration shows where, using linearly weighed sum of costs, we will receive
the solution which may be optimizes in terms of costs.
Figure 36. Set of optimal solutions in sense of Pareto.
Cost optimization, power and time consumption in the problem of scheduling is, undoubt‐
edly, the problem where the potential number of solutions in sense of Pareto is enormous.
Future research: others of instances of scheduling problems, and additional criteria, espe‐
cially in sense of Pareto and for dependable systems, are still open and this issue is now
studied.
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